Fibresand takes tropical
racing by storm
When Singapore Turf Club wanted to bring all weather racing to Asia their
attention turned to Europe where Fibresand was already a huge success.

“Fibresand has been a
revelation for horse racing in
Singapore and will play a big
part in our future progress”.
Mr Lau Kian Heng
Vice President (Operations)

In 1998 Singapore Turf Club embarked on a
program to create one of the best racetrack
facilities in the world, which would include all the
latest technologies available.
As Asia’s first all weather racing venue
Fibresand’s
proven
track
record
and
performance
properties
together
with
professional on-site production and after sales
support made it the obvious choice for the new
Kranji installation.
The 37,500 m2 track allows the trainers to work
horses in inclement weather and also allows the
Club to carry on racing throughout the monsoon
season.
The sure footing provided by Fibresand and the
innovative banked design is a winner with the
trainers and jockeys based at the track.
Since the track opened in 2000 Fibresand
remains a firm favourite with the Turf Club
management and maintenance team and a
further S$1.25 million is expected to be invested
in expanding the use of Fibresand at the track in
the future.

Fibreturf: a naturally synthetic grass riding surface for professionals

“Fibresand provides an
excellent cushioning
effect for the horses”.
Michael Clements, Trainer

Fibresand and its sister product Fibreturf combine the
latest technology and natural materials to provide a
choice of pure sand or turf reinforced riding surfaces.
Both surfaces have been designed to obtain greater
use out of an arena, gallop or racetrack throughout
the year whilst maintaining the high quality of surface
demanded by today's horse and jockey.
Fibresand is ideal for tropical climates which need all
year availability in any weather. Due to its improved
drainage rate and ability to withstand repeated
applications of salt Fibresand can equally cope with
the heaviest of rain storms and the coldest of winters.
Fibreturf is the obvious choice for those preferring
the aesthetic qualities of a natural grass surface and
who wish to enjoy all the advantages of the Fibresand
fibre reinforcement technology.
Whichever surface is chosen, Fibresand International
can quickly produce and install a superior all weather
racing surface anywhere in the world.
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